View the complete version: At last!!!!!

Posted by: Brummie
Date: 07-12-2009 14:24:49
I,ve finaly got my internet back. Some total [ Dyslexic swearing ] wit of a contracter for Virgin, who's about to loose his job,
went to next
door to sort a problem. The to$$er fixed it by chopping my cable and splicing it in to next door leaving me with no internet
or cable tv. Unfortunately this was last Wednesday when about half of Virgin Media went tits up so this [ Dyslexic swearing ]
up wasn't
dicovered untill today, he even laid the cable on the surface through my garden. It seems that now Virgin have got to pull
two new cables through from the concentrator. I,ve given them untill Friday to arrange a date or I'm putting a spade through
the cable.
To say that I'm pi$$ed off is putting it mildly. I WANT THAT TWATS JOB !!!
I'd like his nuts on a platter as well but I'll make do with his job. :rant: :rant: :rant: :rant:

i
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 07-12-2009 14:31:26
Brummie wrote:
I,ve finaly got my internet back. Some total [ Dyslexic swearing ] wit of a contracter for Virgin, who's about to loose
his job, went to next door to sort a problem. The to$$er fixed it by chopping my cable and splicing it in to next door
leaving me with no internet or cable tv. Unfortunately this was last Wednesday when about half of Virgin Media went tits
up
so this [ Dyslexic swearing ] up wasn't dicovered untill today, he even laid the cable on the surface through my garden. It
seems that now
Virgin have got to pull two new cables through from the concentrator. I,ve given them untill Friday to arrange a date or
I'm
putting a spade through the cable.
To say that I'm pi$$ed off is putting it mildly. I WANT THAT TWATS JOB !!!
I'd like his nuts on a platter as well but I'll make do with his job. :rant: :rant: :rant: :rant:
you've watched to much i'm a celebrity

i
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 07-12-2009 14:34:47

Thats rats .....................

oh the roo nuts :lol:

Posted by: Brummie
Date: 07-12-2009 15:04:41
Bio Hazard wrote:
Thats rats .....................

oh the roo nuts :lol:

I've never watched it. About 5 to 10 mins of the first was more than enough

